
mormon bibliography 1977

chad J flake

last year in the mormon bibliography I1 noted that the print-
ing of the book of mormon on newsprint paper gave it a somber
dull appearance certainly not what I1 want to see upon opening a
book of scripture its paper and printing placed the book in the
dime novel category where it certainly does not belong it is inter-
esting that the only comment I1 received was from a gentleman at
deseret book co who defended its publication this caused me
to pause and reconsider my position was the demand for an in-
expensive copy an overriding factor over what to me was good
taste since then deseret book co has published the highly suc-
cessful reference set a series of nine books ranging from james
E talmagesjesusTaltaitalmagesbalmagesmages jesus the christ to president kimballskimbalpsKimbKimbalisbailsballsalPsairs miracle of for-
givenessgiveness this set was on mountain bestswests ten top sellers for several
weeks although I1 personally would not have the set in my own
library having it printed on pulp paper does not offend me as
does printing the book of mormon this way over the centuries
people have gone to great lengths to ensure that scriptures appear
in the best form imaginable for example I1 have a moslem book
in which the quotations of mohammed are printed in gold at
the book store is an extremely inexpensive edition of the bible
published by the world publishing company but it is on white
not grey paper it is my contention that that which we believe to
be divine should not be poorly printed on poor paper and bound
poorly frankly there is a practical side as well as aesthetic cer-
tainly there are people who will be turned away from a serious
consideration of the book of mormon because of the unpleasant
appearance of this new edition

the newest edition to the collection of books in this pulp li-
brary is the history of the church which is also enjoying good
sales apart from the paper it has been sufficiently reduced so
that only young eyes are able to read it

arriving in my office about the same time was an addition of
parley P pratts key to the science of theology bound with his voice
of warning again the printing is mediocre but its binding I1

thought was wretched in ersatz half leather without end papers
but more serious than the printing and binding which remain a

matter of taste and it appears mine differs from a great many oth
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ers who are buying the book there are some bibliographic prob-
lems with the book in its 1978 preface the anonymous editor
talks of its being a revision of an earlier edition but makes no
mention of which earlier edition was used in the key to the sci-
ence of theology this is critical similar bibliographical lapses occur
with the voice of warning

the printing of books of poor quality is certainly not restrict-
ed to any one publisher closer to home is the unsatisfactory book
making by the brigham young university press consider the bi-
ography of ina coolbrith printed in purple ink armed with the spirit
on brown paper with a center inset of dead white paper water
stone Askyy with lake powells panoramas illustrated in two inch
views more critical are our scholarly books arringtonsArring tons charles C
rich mclaws spokesman for the kingdom and sister saints comprise
the series studies in mormon history yet instead of being is-
sued in high quality editions one expects for important books
from a university press these books are wretchedly designed and
poorly printed on inexpensive paper and do not compare with the
similar series of books coming from the university of utah press

with less adequate facilities and a smaller staff the university of
utah press consistently publishes books of printing quality it is
not that brigham young university press cant print a quality
book wesley burnsides maynard dixon and the brescia dante
prove it can again economics seems to get the blame but prac-
tical considerations must come to mind too the books published
by BYU press are advertised all over the world for many in the
scholarly community these books are their only contact with
BYU what kind of statement does an ugly badly printed book
make about us
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